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                           Chapter 3-4 Study Guide   

STAPLE VOCABULARY TO STUDY GUIDE  

Directions: Write 1 or 2 words to describe each of the following vocab words:   

1.  Migration (R67)- 

2. Vedas (R87)- 

3. Caste (R46)- 

4. Brahmin (R45)- 

5. Reincarnation (R77) - 

6. Karma (R63)- 

7. Siddhartha Gautama (Pg. 93)- 

8. Enlightenment (R54)- 

9. Nirvana (R70)- 

10. Phoenician (R74)-  

11. Torah (R84)- 

12. Abraham (Pg. 105)- 

13. Monotheism (R68)- 

14. Tribute (R85) – 

Directions: Using your notes, guided reading and book answer the following questions in COMPLETE 

SENTENCES:  

15. What is Hinduism? (Notes #1) 

 

16. Hindu’s see religion as what?  (Notes #1) 

 

17. What are the Upanishads? (Notes # 1) 

 

18. Describe Moksha. (Notes #1) 

 

19. How is Moksha achieved? (Notes # 1) 

 

20. Describe Karma. (Notes #1) 



 

21. What do Hindu’s practice to achieve mental and physical focus? (Notes #1)  

 

22. Where do Hindu’s travel to for their religious pilgrimage? (Notes #1) 

 

23. What determines where you are born in society? (Notes #1) 

 

24. Who founded Buddhism? (Notes #1) 

 

25. What does Buddha mean? (Notes #1) 

 

26. How do Buddhist achieve enlightenment? (Notes #1) 

 

27. What does one obtain once they reach nirvana? (Notes #1) 

 

28. Describe the Minoans. (Notes #2) 

 

29. Where did the Minoans live? (Notes #2) 

 

30. What types of entertainment did the Minoans enjoy? (Notes #2)  

 

31. Who were the most powerful sea traders? (Notes #2)  

 

32. Minoans founded a number of ____________________. (Notes #2) 

 

33. What did the Phoenicians develop that still exists today? (Notes #2) 

 

34. Where did the Phoenicians expand their trade routes? (Notes #2) 

 

35. Where did the early Israelites settle? (Notes #3) 

 

36. Who did God choose to be the “father” of the Jewish people? (Notes #3)  



37. Describe monotheism. (Notes # 3)  

 

38. Who did God make a mutual promise with? (Notes # 3)   

 

39. Where did the Israelites flee from during their Exodus? (Notes # 3)  

 

40. When is the Exodus celebrated? (Notes #3)  

 

41. Who did God chose to revel the Ten Commandments? (Notes #3)  

 

42. What are the basis for the Ten Commandments? (Notes #3)  

 

43. What capital did the Israelites build? (Notes # 3)  

 

44. What country had the largest population of any civilization? (Notes #4)  

 

45. What did Confucius believe? (Notes #4)  

 

46. What is Confucianism based on? (Notes #4) 

 

47. What Chinese dynasty doubled the size of China? (Notes #4)  

 

48. What was the intended purpose of the Great Wall of China? (Notes #4)   

 

 

 

 


